INTERNATIONAL BREEDING SITUATION OF ISS (WKU )
PREFACE.
1. the international situation of the international Cynological Union pedigree (ISS- WKU) is mandatory
for all Member countries (MCS-WKU).
-The tribal status of the ISS- WKU applies directly to all Member countries of the ISS- WKU and means
that the breeding dogs are purebred, registered in the pedigrees and register books of national
member organizations (ISS- WKU), as well as to international organizations with W KU contractual
relations.
-Are allowed only to breed pedigree dogs that possess normal temperament, healthy, functional and
inheritance and breeding registered books or register (annex) national organizations members (MKSWKU).
-Healthy in the succession are dogs that pass the characteristics of the breed standard, type, breed
and temperament, typical for this breed without any significant hereditary defects.
-Dogs with disqualification, to breed are not allowed.
-MKS-member countries WKU are required to develop their own tribal status on the basis of Tribal
provisions of CIE- WKU outlining the objectives of breeding work.
-Tribal status of the countries members of the expedition WKU may be stricter requirements of CIEWKU but may not be in conflict (not consistent) with international tribal position expedition WKU.

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
1. This provision is in accordance with the principles of humane treatment of animals.
2. This provision is mandatory for all Member organizations ISS- WKU, breeders and owners of pedigree
dogs.
3. Breeding work with purebred dogs registered in the pedigree and the register books of national
member organizationsISS- WKU as well as with organizations with ISS- WKU the contractual relationship.
4. PROVISION of breeding work should contribute to the breeding of healthy, with the counterbalanced
mentality of dogs
5. the annexes are an integral part of this provision.
6 Standards. ISS- WKU based on the standards of the country of origin for each dog breed standards and
approved by the Commission ISS- WKU.
2. Organization of the BREEDING WORK
1. breeding work in the system of the ISS- WKU implement national dog organization, part of the ISSWKU. Members of national kennel clubs may be associations, nurseries, individuals that comply with all
the provisions of the ISS.
2. National Dog organizations are:
-inventory of breeding livestock;
-Organization of examination of livestock at fairs, vyvodkah, tribal shows, test, tests, competitions;

-issuing documents confirming the results of the examination;
-survey, marking, or mikročipirovanie the issuance of documents about the origins of puppies;
-inventory of applications to register litters;
-registration of tribal documents;
-the whole tribal documentation shall only be issued centrally, on the same letterhead;
-form tribal documentation is approved by each country individually;
-samples of tribal members documentation ISS- WKU should be referred to the main Office of the ISS- WKU.
-the tribal certificates must be present logo ISS- WKU;
-When the dog is sold abroad, the national organization must issue a
export certificate of pedigree, written in English.
-issuing export pedigree dogs, without a tattoo or microchip, is prohibited.

3. selection and ADMISSION CONDITIONS for breeding
1. to

pedigree breeding, dogs are allowed havinge pedigrees of countries members of the ISS- WKU,
registered or legalizedns in the pedigree and the register books of the countries members of the ISSWKU.
Dogs must have exhibition evaluation is usually not below "good" (in some cases exceptions may be
made a special decision of the tribal Commission Cynological organization).
2. Dogs can be used in breeding when they reach physiological maturity:
Bitches:

Males:

large breeds

-with 24 months;

small and medium breeds

-with 15 months;

large breeds

-with 24 months;

medium breeds

-with 15 months;

small breeds

-from 12 months.

3. Breeding dams allowed to breed no more 3-x times within 2 years.
4. the upper age limit of breeding females, as a rule, does not exceed 8 years. Male can be used as
breeding manufacturer without further restrictions.
5 . For breeds with working class (except hunting breeds) is required to successfully pass the test or
elemental tests under "obedience" of any kind of training in the system of the ISS- WKU (OKD, KS, KD,
IPO, VPG, BH, Obidience, etc.).
6 Dog Kennel departmental. trained in the special services you need help about passing departmental
tests.

4. The BREEDER

1. The breeder is a person in whose possession (renting) is a bitch since matings until aktirovaniâ
litter.
2. In the case of buying povâzannoj bitches subject carried out settlements between former breeder
and owner of dog ownership bitch is issued at the time of purchase with your application, all required
documents and transfer of rights of the breeder.
3. Renting bitches for breeding use issued a notarised agreement between the old and new the owners,
with an indication of any special conditions, and is registered in FCI organization accounting.
4. lease agreement is an integral part of the package of documents needed to register the litter.
National Dog organization, countries members of the ISS- WKUmust exercise control over the use of
rented breeding dogs.
5. The breeder is entitled to register your factory deck in a national organization ISS- WKU where are
registered his dogs and in this case becomes protected from using this console other breeders members
ISS- WKU.
6. A breeder is entitled to conduct breeding work in accordance with the provisions of the present
regulation.
7. kličkah all puppies born to a breeder with a registered prefix, present name of this factory console.
5. KENNEL
1 National Member organization. ISS- WKU If you need to register on its territory, tribal kennels.
2. Breeding Kennel can be registered breeder comprised registered in national organization member of
MKS- WKU not younger than 18 years of age, has the zootechnical, veterinary, medical or biological
education (any of the foregoing) or certificate of breeding breeding, breeders trainers or experts.
2. Breeding nursery is based on brood registered national organization memberISS- WKU. For nursery
education, owner should own at least one breeding bitch.
3. the owner of the kennel, breeding must work directly with the national organization as a member of
the ISS- WKU , registered in which it consists of.
4 Kennel must keep his book accounting viscous and aktirovok litters and timely lease information for
inclusion in the national stud book Organization member of ISS- WKU.
5 In recording the kennel, it establishes the cynologist of the curator of the national Club, supervising
his work.

6. KENNEL, FACTORY registration PREFIX title.
1. kennel name and factory console, for registration is filed at the national organization, Member of
MKS- WKU.
2. cattery name and factory console as an integral part of the dog's name is used for all of them bred
breeder dogs, regardless of breed.
3. names of tribal nurseries and factory set-top boxes are registered in the national organization,
Member ISS- WKU with the addition at the end of the international abbreviation for the country.
Application for registration of the names of tribal nurseries and factory set-top boxes are served on
special forms and differ from already registered names.
4. The breeder shall be entitled to cancel the previously registered cattery name \ plant. However,
after such a failure, he is not entitled to rely on the registration of another title.
5. the registered cattery name, serial console will be annulled in the following cases:
-If the Kennel (breeder) for 8 years did not maintain breeding work,
-the death of the owner, if the right to nursery factory console are passed to heirs.
6. the transfer of the registered name of the kennel, breeding factory console is permissible with the
consent of his or her owner when there is a notarized document and the subsequent written
notification to the national organization.
7. Country, Member ISS- WKU does not have the right to register the host a nursery plant, citizens
living in other countries.

7. PAYMENTS BETWEEN OWNERS of MANUFACTURERS
1. Breeding conditions and mutual settlements between the owners of manufacturers should be
specified prior to mating and decorated Act matings.
2. After a Quitclaim with a breeder dog owner is another signature in the Act of mating in a row
"payment made, binding claims not to have "the Act of mating cannot be registered.
3. all financial disagreements between owners of manufacturers are resolved only by a court order.
8. The PROCEDURE for REGISTERING LITTERS and PUPPIES
1. Held mating must be made by an act of the special sample binding, signed by the owner and
breeder of Pedigree dog.
2. If the bitch was mated abroad, the litter is entered into the pedigree book of the organization which
is registered, provided that the documents will be accompanied by: a copy of the document of origin of
the foreign manufacturer; in case you need a copy of the document on his admission in breeding;
document confirming the matings.
3. in the event that officially established and documented that bitch mated with 2 or more dogs, litter
not eligible.
4. The owners of the dogs it is recommended to keep a book accounting viscous.
5. each nacional′enoj Cynological organization maintained register of viscous and aktirovok litters. The
book must be bound and numbered.

9. a survey of LITTERS and quality control of THEIR GROWING
1. survey of the litters is an essential part of the control of breeding dogs in the MKS-WKU.
2. the Breeder shall be entitled self-evaluation and rejection of the newborn puppies, if necessary, he
can call for a consultation with a specialist of territorial Cynological organization.
3. the right to have the person who litters survey complete dog training courses for specialists and
experts on breeding species (instructor). Breeder and owner of the manufacturer from which are born
puppies of the litter, have no right to survey the puppies of this litter.
Lists of instructors approved by the local Cynological organizations, clubs and other entities included in
the national organization.
Instructor breeder is obliged to provide the opportunity to monitor the droppings, bitch, growing
conditions, as well as for the ongoing Kennel book accounting viscous and aktirovok litters.
4. Proper maintenance of breeding dogs and raising puppies should be provided in conditions of full
feeding, socializing with a man and enough space.
5. When growing puppies breeder must degel′mintizirovat′ them regularly and on time to cultivate.
6. survey of litters produced for all breeds not earlier than 30 days of age puppies (assuming all milk
teeth prorezavšihsâ), in the presence of the breeder.
7. litter survey Act signed by the instructor only when all the puppies have undergone branding.
8. marking the puppies must be registered in the local Cynological organization responsible for
longevity.
9. Mikročipirovanie is made at the request of the breeder.
10. Inspection and obŝepometnye cards should be transferred to the offices of the national
organization.
10. rules of BRANDING and MICROCHIPPING
1. Regulation occurs through national offices marking dog organizations.
2. Specifically stipulates the system of numbering type, body part to imprint (ear, belly or inside of the
thigh), the definition of responsible for branding, compulsory education, organization and time
stamping, as well as the numbers of stamps in the genealogies of the book.
3. Mikročipirovanie is performed by a specialist.
11. the procedure for processing and issuing of DOCUMENTS on the origin
1. The primary instrument of origin is puppy card which is filled in and signed by the instructor based
on the Act examination litter.
2. Puppy card contains the following information: full name, breed puppy, gender, color, full date of

birth, no hallmarks, name and address of the breeder and the owner of a puppy. Other data in puppy
card can be added to each national organization at its discretion.
3. Nicknames puppies-odnopometnikov must begin with a single letter, the name of the cattery
(factory) is included in the nicknames of all puppies born in kennel and put after nicknames. The same
moniker in conjunction with the name of the Kennel may recur only over 20 years. The maximum
number of characters in nickname (including kennel name/factory console and gaps)-thirty characters.
4. Puppy card does not entitle you to tribal use and is subject to the obligatory Exchange on the
pedigree of the national Organization, a member of the expedition WKUat the age of 6 months and a
dog Passing Broods of young animals.
5. Pedigree national Organization, a member of the expedition WKU must be uniform and contain MKSlogo WKU. It certifies the origin of the dog.
6. making pedigree produces the national Organization, a member of the expedition WKU based on
ŝenâč′ej maps and descriptions of dogs.
7. The dog breeds that have growth variety (dachshund, Pomeranian, poodle, Mexican hairless dog,
etc.), genealogies are issued not earlier than 12 months, providing descriptions of dogs with these
measurements.
8. Extradition is possible following options pedigrees:
-export version of pedigree is issued based on the internal option is populated in Latin has the same
number and is required for use outside of the country and at international events;
-pedigree for use inside the country.
-registered pedigree for dogs with incomplete data about the origin.
9. Registered pedigrees receive descendants dogs not having registered Pedigree books national
organizations 3-x generations of ancestors, but complied with the minimum requirements for the
selection for breeding.
10. The change of the owner of the dog is registered at the written request of the owner of the dog,
which shall include the Name and address of the new owner.
11. Co-ownership in the pedigree is made only in the presence of a notarized contract on coownership.
12. The loss of Pedigree dog owner can be issued a duplicate, lost pedigree is invalid.
12. GENEALOGIES of the BOOK of the NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS of the COUNTRIES
MEMBERS of the ISS-WKU
1. Genealogy books national dog organizations are the basis of breeding dogs, MKS- WKU. The
information contained therein should be as broad as possible.
2. in introducing the Bloodlines of the book must be specified at least 3 generations of ancestors,
registered in recognized MKS- WKU , indicating the names, numbers, colors, pedigrees derived
estimates put trials received titles.
3. along with Pedigrees books maintained by "Registered pedigrees books" for dogs, the origin of which
has gaps within three generations. "Registered pedigree books" are also not recognized in dogs with
MKS- WKU pedigrees provided that their breed standard. Standard must be installed at least one
expert on the exhibition under the auspices of the MKS- WKU, certified on this breed descendants of
dogs entered in the "Register pedigrees of the book" when they reach full three generation Pedigree
book are translated into a national organization.

